A new finite element gun code is under development. In an effort to improve the gun code model, a concept [l] has been proposed recently that treats fields in a typical way, but includes a unique, formal approach to both particle tracking and source allocation. Being a new approach, there are concerns about the speed, accuracy, and appropriateness of this proposal for the electrostatic, steady-state particle-in-cell (PIC) gun model. In order to resolve some of these issues, a variety of particle tracking and charge deposition schemes are being evaluated with respect to accuracy, speed, robustness, and effect on the model. This includes various methods for computing the electric field at the particle locations. For this study, we are using the SAIC 3D gun code AVGUN as a testbed to incorporate and evaluate these methods. Results of a theoretical analysis of the methods will be presented, and a comparison will be made with the empirical results.
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A dimensionless stability model' that tracks the growth and predation of various wave populations is compared with one-dimensional particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations. The stability model uses rate equations to evaluate the coupling of longitudinal waves created by beam-plasma instabilities in order to estimate beam propagation distances. These wave energies and beam propagation distance estimates are compared with bounded one-dimensional PIC simulations. The onset and saturation of the beam-plasma instabilities are evaluated in the simulations. The simulations enable the stability model to be benchmarked and to explore the temporal evolution of background plasma energy distribution, a capability not presently included in the stability model. The scaleable, dimensionless stability model can be used in laboratory and astrophysical parameter regimes while numerical constraints limit the parameter regimes treatable in the PIC simulations. 
